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Questions and Answers from MLTC Plan Associations (1/4)

Question Answer

Dual eligible plan-initiated disenrollments 
result in members joining a different 
MLTCP plan. How should these members 
be reported within the reporting template?

On Table 4 of the reporting template there is a field entitled “Enrollment Override (enrollment 
reason code 01)”. Plans that enroll members from these circumstances should report enrollment 
here. This is in line with current reporting guidance.

Plan closures, mergers, acquisitions, or 
withdrawals from a region result in 
members joining a different MLTCP plan. 
How should these members be reported 
within the reporting template?

On Table 4 of the reporting template there is a field entitled “MLTCP Policy 17.02 Transfer”. 
Plans that enroll members from these circumstances should report enrollment here. This is in 
line with current reporting guidance.

Given the quarterly reporting requirement, 
how will reporting these templates relate 
to the repayment of the 3% withhold?

The 3% withhold will be based upon timely and complete reporting of this template by MLTCP 
plans. Repayment will be based entirely upon the final annual submission due 4/15/2021. 
Quarterly reports prior to that will be used to inform plan-specific trends for the enrollment cap 
calculations and to handle any issues with completing of the reporting template.

Will enrollment reporting include NHT 
members?

All new enrollments should be counted within the enrollment cap reporting. Disenrollments due 
to the transition of long term nursing home populations to FFS should be captured on Table 3.

Several comments were received 
indicating that the turn around between 
reporting period and reports being due 
was inadequate.

DOH has added 15 days between the end of the reporting period and the due date of the MLTC 
Enrollment Reporting Templates from plans.
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Question Answer

Will plans be allowed to retroactively update 
prior submissions of the enrollment report to 
account for lags in reporting from other 
parties that plans rely on for this 
information?

Plans may use subsequent reporting periods to retroactively update prior submissions to 
reflect more accurate enrollment and disenrollment counts. 

Is there a threshold for the accuracy of the 
reported data that plans are to submit that 
can be communicated in advance?

DOH will be conducting comparisons to other enrollment reports and establishing additional 
guidance on these comparisons prior to the due date of the annual submission. For the 
10/15/2020 submission, plans should complete the reports as accurately as possible.

If a member transfers from a MAP product 
to an MLTCP is that recorded the same way 
as if a member transferred from another 
plans MAP product to our MLTCP?

Yes. New MLTCP enrollment should be tracked in the same manner regardless of which MAP 
plan the member transfers from.

COVID-19 will disrupt enrollment and 
disenrollment patterns both directly and 
through there being lags in the certification 
process for local districts. 

The calculation of plan enrollment/disenrollment baselines will take into account the unique 
nature of enrollment and disenrollment patterns both from COVID-19 and from the NHT 
Permanent Placement transition to FFS.

Several comments requested additional 
detail to be provided on Table 4 of the 
reporting template to clarify the fields

A description has been added within the instructions tab to clarify each field in Table 4 of the 
reporting template.

Questions and Answers from MLTC Plan Associations (2/4)
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Question Answer

Some members are not required to notify 
plans of their voluntary reason(s) for 
disenrollment, and there is no specific 
report(s) plans receives or can review to 
confirm a member’s transition into NHTD 
and TBI Medicaid Waivers. 

When a member’s disenrollment form refers to a transition to one of the waivers listed in Table 3, 
plans should report that member under the appropriate field within the reporting template. In 
instances where these waivers are not referenced, and the member is not disenrolling due to the 
Nursing Home Transition to FFS, the plan should report them under the voluntary or involuntary 
disenrollment fields that are present within the table.

Can “Enrollment from FFS Medicaid” 
please be defined, with examples? Would 
this be an enrollment into a plan, for 
example, from OPWDD? 

Per the instructions, Table 2 details the source of where members transfer from when joining an 
MLTCP plan. Enrollment from FFS Medicaid indicates that a member was enrolled in FFS Medicaid 
prior to enrolling with the plan. OPWDD FFS members that transition to MLTCP, along with all other 
scenarios where a member enrolls with the plan from FFS Medicaid, should be reported here.

Will a scorecard be reported to plans?
The reconciliation of the withhold will be based on the completeness and timeliness of the reported 
information. Plans will receive information from DOH related to the completeness and timeliness of 
the submission and the corresponding impact that has on their withhold reconciliation.

Do plans have an opportunity to contest 
findings/discrepancies?

Plans should contact DOH through MLTC.Compliance.Reporting@health.ny.gov if they find discrepancies 
with DOH’s reconciliation of their withhold amount based upon the completeness and timeliness of 
the submission.

Will the reports be audited? If so, what 
records does DOH want the plan to 
retain?

MLTCP plans should retain supporting documentation for their submission in accordance with 
normal maintenance of records requirements outlined within the Medicaid Managed Care Model 
Contract.

Questions and Answers from MLTC Plan Associations (3/4)
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Question Answer

Does Table 2 and Table 4 capture 
information about the same population? 
What are the differences between the 
tables?

Table 2 and Table 4 both capture information about the total new member enrollments into the 
plan. These should both match the number of new enrollments reported on Table 1. 

• Table 2 captures information about where a member was enrolled in Medicaid prior to 
joining the MLTCP plan

• Table 4 captures information about the enrollment pathway that was used when the 
member joined the MLTCP plan

For Table 3, where should plans get 
information related to members that 
disenroll into a Medicaid Waiver program 
such as TBI, NHTD, or will plans be given 
reports regarding members who disenroll? 

The waiver program Regional Resource Development Specialist (RRDS) is responsible for 
providing plans with timely notification of a member’s intent to disenroll to the 1915(c) waiver 
program. DOH has provided RRDSs within plan contact information and will provide plans with the 
contact information for their applicable RRDS contact. For all disenrollments that fall into this 
reporting category, plans will receive a disenrollment request and a Notice of Decision by the 14th 
of each month that relate to disenrollments that become effective the following month.

For Table 4, where should members be 
reported if they are enrolled with the plan 
by NY Medicaid Choice but do not have a 
auto-assignment code on the e-file?

In instances where enrollment is submitted by Maximus and not the plan (in addition to cases of 
auto-assignment) the plan should still report these enrollments within the auto-assignment row on 
Table 4. Members can be reported as enrolled here even in instances where they do not have a 
corresponding enrollment reason code.

Should members be reported if they are 
added to a plan’s roster without being 
included on the e-file that plan’s receive 
from Maximus? 

Yes. The enrollment roster is the source of truth for reporting within these templates. The e-file is 
one source of information that can be relied upon for completion of the report, but additional reports 
and internal records of plans should be used to supplement this information.

Questions and Answers from MLTC Plan Associations (4/4)
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APPENDIX
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Annual cap on enrollment, based upon new member enrollment for MLTC Partial Capitation (MLTCP) plans

Premium withholding equal to 3% of the Base Rate applied retroactively to April 2020

Pay for Reporting in Year 1 (SFY 20-21)

• Withholds in the first year of the enrollment cap will be based on the successful completion of reporting templates which 
will report data on enrollment pathways and disenrollments 

• Withholds will be returned to plans based on the completeness and timeliness of reporting

Full Implementation of Enrollment Cap in Year 2 (SFY 21-22)

• Enrollment data will inform the enrollment cap in subsequent year 

• Repayment of withhold will be based on plans’ ability to stay within plan-specific enrollment cap

Criteria Description Withhold  Percentage

Quality of Submission (75% Weight)
Plan submits complete reporting 
template 

2.25%

Timeliness of Submission (25% Weight)
Department receives timely 
reporting submissions

.75%

Total Withhold as % of Base Capitated Premium 3.0%

MLTCP Enrollment Cap

MLTCP Enrollment Cap Overview
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MLTCP Enrollment Cap Reporting Template (SFY 20-21)

Template Overview

• The purpose of this template is to track new member enrollment and disenrollment from MLTCP 

plans operating under the NYS Medicaid program

• These reports will be used to measure satisfactory reporting for the SFY 20-21 MLTCP Enrollment 

Cap withhold

• Subsequently, these reports will be used to set a baseline of enrollment growth that will inform the 

MLTCP Enrollment Cap beginning in State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2021-2022

• The first report will include monthly enrollment data for members joining or leaving the MLTCP plan 

between 4/1/2020 and 9/30/2020. This report will be due on 10/15/2020

• Reports will be issued on a quarterly basis after the first report, with annual submissions being due 

on April 15th of each year

• Reports should be submitted to the NYS Department of Health, Office of Health Insurance Programs, 

Division of Long Term Care to the following mailbox: 

• This same mailbox should be used by plans to address any questions or clarifications required in 

completing the template. 

MLTC.Compliance.Reporting@health.ny.gov
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MLTCP Enrollment Cap Reporting Template

The following tables have been included within the reporting template:

• Table 1 Enrollment Overview: requires plans to report the total new members enrolled, total members disenrolled, and end 
period enrollment

• Table 2 New Member Enrollment Detail: requires plans to report the source of new member enrollment from other Managed 
Care Plans or Medicaid FFS.

• Table 3 Member Disenrollment Detail: requires plans to report whether disenrollments that occurred in the period were 
voluntary or involuntary. This table also asks for specific reporting on members that disenroll into Medicaid waivers and 
transition to FFS due to the long term nursing home benefit modification

• Table 4 New Member Enrollment Pathways: requires plans to report how new members were enrolled during the reporting 
period. The options for this table include: 

• Auto-assignment (Enrollment Reason Code 05)

• Phone enrollment through New York Medicaid Choice

• MLTCP Policy 17.2 Transfer: Enrollment transition from a plan that has discontinued operations or moved out of a region

• Enrollment Override (Enrollment Reason Code 01)

• Local District of Social Services submitted enrollment

• U-File enrollments through New York Medicaid Choice


